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Always been customer oriented. Whether teaching a new skill, selling a product or
service, directing the customer to a product, or personally delivering it, I 
consistently and effectively assist customers gain what they need with an 
encouraging demeanor. I am computer literate, with proficiency in Adobe Suite 
(Indesign, Illustrator, Photoshop.

MAY 2004 – AUGUST 2004
SURF INSTRUCTOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Conducted kayak tours, surf lessons instruction, according to specifications for 
each activity, up to 3 tours per day, up to 40 hrs per week.

 Drived and maintained vehicles and trailers.
 Maintained tour equipment including boats and gear.
 Helped with reservations of kayak tours and rentals.
 Kept a positive attitude and enthusiasm for guiding.
 Kept kayak reservations and rental areas neat and clean.
 Willingly helped out with a variety of tasks as needed, as needed by supervisor.

2001 – 2004
SURF INSTRUCTOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Current Teach and instruct clients utilizing hands-on approach; demonstrate 
expertise in the sport Exhibit patience Communicate .

 Worked week long surf camps for kids in Huntington Beach.
 Was responsible for engaging with the kids and teaching surf lessons.
 Expectations were to explain and demonstrate proper surfing technique, 

supervise and insure safety of students of all ages with varying levels of .
 Was in charge of water safety and instruction to help students of all ages learn 

and become more efficient surfers.
 This allowed me to learn how to lead in a verity of situations and conditions.
 Also was to refine my flexibility skills to adapt in every situation and insure all of

the clients had an optimal experience.

EDUCATION

Diploma
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SKILLS

Key  Patient Efficient Empathetic Conflict Resolving Confident Self Controlled.
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